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AGENDA WEEK 6 

HUS 520 Working in Human Services Administration, Spring 2 Term, 2016 

Drafted 041516 

1. Return student quizzes and writing assignments (sentence outlines) 

submitted during Week 4.    

 

2. Discuss:   

 

 Guidebook: Example Materials for Research Papers  

 Topic Memo for Research Project (10 points).   

 Word Outline for Research Project (10 points) 

 Sentence Outline for Research Project (10 points) 

 Draft full text (skeleton draft) which is due on Week 6 (30 points).  It 

provides an opportunity for the student to identify in final form the 

information that must be collected to complete the report (i.e., 

complete the planning of the research portion of the research project).  

This also provides an opportunity for the student to plan in more detail 

how their analysis and outlines will be translated into a structured 

report (i.e., detailed planning and nearly complete execution of the 

report portion of the research project).  In particular, the student is 

putting on paper the large majority of the words that will make up the 

Final Report.  This is not a rough draft.  It is a final draft with a few 

holes that still need to be filled in. 

 Final Report.  Based on comments on the Draft Full Text, the Final 

Report will be prepared.  It will be a finished report of professional 

quality.  You should think about is as a candidate to put into your 

portfolio (along with your resume) that you use for job hunting.  It is 

due in Week 8 (40 points).  See the Guidebook: Example Materials 

for Research Papers for further instructions. 

 

3. Students submit Draft Full Text.   

 

4. Discussion of reading Chapters 9 and 10.  Training and Career 

Development; Performance Management.   
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5. Submit quizzes for Week 5.  Chapters 9 and 10. 

 

6. Prep for Week 7.   

 

 Read chapters 11 and 12. 

 Complete quizzes on chapters 11 and 12 

 Instructor return comments on Draft Full Text.  (30 points) 

 

7. News clips 

 

8. Case study.  Discuss the Karen Bush WordSafe case study consulting 

problem.  If you have missed a class, you could write a 600 word paper on 

what you would do if you were confronted with this problem.  See below. 

 

WorldSafe Case Study Consulting Problem 

You are Camille Consultant.  You advise nonprofit organizations on ways to 

improve themselves, including human resources, executive search, process 

improvement, and many other areas where organizations can benefit from 

the point of view of an outside expert.  You have been hired by WorldSafe 

for a one-month consulting assignment.   

WorldSafe is a huge humanitarian organization.  They support peace 

initiatives, human rights causes, and the like.  The Chairman of the Board 

and CEO is Karen Bush.  She has been leading WorldSafe for two decades.  

She won the Nobel Peace Prize about 30 years ago for her work at the 

United Nations.  She is loved and highly respected on a worldwide basis 

(think of a mixture of Nelson Mandela and Mother Teresa), and her face has 

become the face of WorldSafe.  Bush is a citizen of Norway, but she lives in 

San Francisco, where WorldSafe is based. 

 Because of the giant reputation of Karen Bush, WorldSafe has had no 

difficulty raising money.  The WorldSafe bank account is in very good 

condition, and the organization also has an endowment that can produce 

plenty of income in case annual fund raising efforts drop off.   

 When Karen Bush took the reins 20 years ago, her title was 

Chairwoman and Chief Executive Officer.  But she actually took on three 
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roles.  (1) As Chairwoman of the Board of Directors, she is a board member 

who organizes board meetings, runs the board meetings, and makes sure that 

board committees complete their responsibilities.  (2) She is Chief Executive 

Officer, a person who is the outward “face” of the organization (e.g., 

working as a board member for other organizations like Doctors Without 

Borders, making speeches in places like the UN, courting major donors).  (3)  

Although not mentioned among her titles, she also is supposed to function as 

chief operating officer, an “inward facing” manager who oversees staff on a 

day-to-day basis.  During her early years at WorldSafe, she had enormous 

vitality, and she was effective in all three roles.  Staff morale was high.  

Many worthwhile projects were executed in Afghanistan, Somalia, Banda 

Ace, and elsewhere.  She hired good people, and they enjoyed working for 

her.   

But now we are 20 years down the line.  Karen Bush is 85 years old.  

She is surprisingly vital for someone her age, but she has clearly slowed 

down, especially during the past ten years.  She simply does not have 

enough energy to do all the things that she did 20 years ago, things that a 

board chair is supposed to do, things that a CEO is supposed to do, or things 

that a chief operating officer is supposed to do.  Here are some examples.   

 

 There are issues at the board of directors level.  The board of directors 

is supposed to include 15 people.  Each director is supposed to serve a 

three-year term, then rotate off the board.  Using a system of 

staggered terms, each year the board is supposed to elect five new 

board members.  According to the ByLaws, the Chairwoman of the 

Board is Chair of the Nominating Committee.  That means she is 

supposed to monitor board membership, identify people who are 

going to rotate off the board, and lead the Nominations Committee in 

the process of selecting new board members.  During 2015, 

WorldSafe had only ten board members, because the Nominating 

Committee never met during 2014 to identify five new board 

members.  The Nominating Committee did not meet during 2015 

either; thus, for the second year in a row, there are no new people 

joining the board.  In June, 2016, five board members will rotate off 

the board, leaving WorldSafe with only five sitting board members.  
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The ByLaws indicate that the Board of Directors needs to have nine 

members present to constitute a quorum.  That means that, in June 

2016, WorldSafe’s board will not have a quorum, so they will not be 

able to conduct votes or make decisions during board meetings.  

When staff people approach Karen Bush about their concerns related 

to the board, she responds in a puzzling way: “Our board has always 

been an effective organization.  The board has always exercised 

excellent policy oversight for WorldSafe.  I will defend the board if 

unfair criticism is launched against it.”  Staff people are not sure how 

to respond to statements like that.   

 

 There are issues at the staff level.  As chief operating officer, she is 

supposed to manage all staff people on a day-to-day basis.  Yet she 

has quietly (and perhaps unknowingly) phased out of a day-to-day 

management role without grooming a replacement.  This means the 

internal organization sometimes feels like a rudderless ship, with no 

one at the top to make day-to-day decisions and approve policies.  A 

year ago the organization received a warning letter from the US 

Internal Revenue Service which indicated that some of WorldSafe’s 

practices needed to be updated to comply with revised tax regulations.  

If the organization gets out of compliance with IRS rules, it may 

destroy their donors’ ability to make tax deductible contributions.  

That would be very harmful to WorldSafe’s fund raising efforts.   The 

organization’s General Counsel, Helen Harris, spent a week drafting a 

new set of policies and procedures that, if adopted, would put the 

organization back into compliance.  Helen gave them to Karen to sign, 

but Karen did not sign them.  Unless Karen signs the new policies, 

they are not “official” and WorldSafe will continue to be out of 

compliance with federal law.  When Karen was asked about this issue, 

she responded, “The IRS is not going to take action against an 

organization that is led by a Nobel Prize winner.”  Staff people are not 

sure how to respond to statements like that.   

 

 There are issues at the project level where WorldSafe does its most 

important work.  Traditionally, when trouble breaks out in a third 
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world country (say, a civil war or an outbreak of ethnic cleansing), the 

CEO issues a declaration that WorldSafe will take it on as a “project.”  

This declaration makes the project “official,” and that means staff 

people can take action (e.g., fly in with relief supplies, spend money).  

Karen Bush has not issued any project declarations in the past six 

months.  There have been a couple of flare-ups where WorldSafe 

would normally have gotten involved, but she refused to issue 

declarations.  For example, three months ago there was a famine 

caused by a drought in Namibia.  Staff people asked Karen to issue a 

project declaration.  Staff people thought Karen’s response was 

strange:  “We should not send troops into Namibia.  We should solve 

the Namibian civil war problem with negotiations and diplomacy.”  

Staff people are not sure how to respond to statements like that.   

 

 Staff people love Karen Bush.  They respect her and admire the great 

work she has done during her career.  However, things at the San 

Francisco office are at a standstill.  It has been so long since there was 

a real chief operating officer providing day-to-day direction that staff 

people don’t know what they should be doing with their workday.  

Morale is poor.  A couple of excellent people retired early last month.  

One of them, Sarah Miles, went through an exit interview process.  

She said, “I am a professional humanitarian.  That means I want to be 

doing something, every day, to help people.  WorldSafe seems to have 

become a becalmed sailing ship.  I don’t want to wait any longer to 

see WorldSafe get the wind into its sails.  The Gulf Coordinating 

Council has offered me a humanitarian position in Dubai, and I have 

decided to accept their offer.  It will give me an opportunity to do 

relief work in Namibia and elsewhere.” 

 

There could be some image issues if the organization were to fire Karen 

Bush.  It could appear very heavy-handed if this widely loved humanitarian 

were fired.  That would be very bad for fundraising. 

 Camille, it is time for you to earn your money as a consultant.  What 

things should the organization do to solve the Karen Bush issues?  You need 
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to write a paper of recommendations.  What should be done with Karen’s 

Chairwoman position?  What should be done with Karen’s CEO position?  

What should be done with Karen’s chief operating officer position?  What 

should be done at the board level?  What should be done at the staff level?  

What should be done at the project level?  Fortunately, you are a graduate of 

Saint Leo’s Master’s Degree program in Human Services Management.  

You took the course on Working on Human Services Administration.  What 

should WorldSafe do? 

 

 

 

 


